Linguistique générale : questions théoriques

**Lecturer**
Mikhail KISSINE (Coordinator)

**Course mnemonic**
LING-B200

**ECTS credits**
5 credits

**Language(s) of instruction**
French

**Course period**
Second term

**Campus**
Solbosch

---

**Course content**
This course exploits the concepts and methods acquired during the course LINGB100 to tackle more advanced issues, phonology and morpho-syntax.

**Objectives (and/or specific learning outcomes)**
Introducing the students to empirical and theoretical problems in phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax.

**Pre-requisites and co-requisites**

**Pre-requisites courses**
LING-B100 | Linguistique générale : concepts et méthodes | 5 crédits

**Required knowledge and skills**
LING-B100

---

**Teaching method and learning activities**
Lectures are complemented by exercices in smaller groups.

**Other information**

**Place(s) of teaching**
Solbosch

**Contact(s)**
Louise Raynaud

**Evaluation method(s)**
written examination

**Main language(s) of evaluation**
French

**Programmes**

Programmes proposing this course at the faculty of Letters, Translation and Communication

BA-LCLAS | Bachelor in Ancient Languages and Letters : Classics | unit 3, BA-LGERM | Bachelor in Modern Languages and Letters : German, Dutch and English | unit 3, BA-LLUANG | Bachelor in Modern Languages and Letters : General | unit 3 and BA-LROMA | Bachelor in French and Romance Languages and Letters : General | unit 2

Programmes proposing this course at the faculty of Philosophy and Social Sciences

BA-PPHIL | Bachelor in Philosophy | unit 3

Programmes proposing this course at the faculty of Psychology, Educational Sciences and Speech and Language therapy

BA-LOGO | Bachelor in Psychology and Education : Speech and Language Therapy | unit 2